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ABSTRACT
The main objective in proposing this proposal for Bfinc Blinc Boutique new branch is to design a boutique with applying the concept of diamonds 
as it is suitable with Blinc Blinc which is aiming to attract more customers in< the near future. Blinc Blinc wanted to be unique and outstanding and 
on the same line with other local and international label. Nowadays, the emerging of online boutiques are gaining the attention of Malaysians 
and it is not possible for Blinc Blinc to be an established brand in the next 5 years. The psychology aspect of space is also applied in the interior 
design and planning to attract the attention of the public in this new style of boutique. Normally, boutiques in Malaysia did not promote any 
special features in the boutique unlike the boutiques from the foreign countries. Besides that, the research compilation of data is collected to get 
the most precise and important information about Blinc Blinc Boutique and the proposal of the new design. The information is gathered from 
time to time to ensure the data is complete and useful for the use in the design phase. Every design is developed by taking into consideration of 
the issues and problem statements, issues that arises, the feedback from the customers and staffs and the collection of relevant data related 
with the project. Without issues and problems, the new design will not be able to be produced. With a new and improved design, the boutique 
will be the example of other boutiques in Malaysia. For this dinal project, there are a few researches that had been made, and a few design 
problems must be overcome. In the existing Blinc Blinc Boutique, it lacks in display system which is not very affective in attracting customers. 
And the cotar scheme that is used in the boutique is too dark causing the interior to look very dull and unattractive. The issue of the limited 
space was also a problem from the existing boutique. To solve this problem, the boutique will be proposed with a new display design system so 
it will attract more customers to shop at Blinc Blinc Boutique without changing the image it has now.
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CHAPTER 1.0
INTRODUCTION
1.1 TOPIC RESEARCH & HISTORY
Fashion refers to the styles and customs prevalent at a given time. In its most common usage, "fashion" exemplifies the appearances of 
clothing, but the term encompasses more. Many fashions are popular in many cultures at any given time. Important is the idea that the course of 
design and fashion will change more rapidly than the culture as a whole.
The terms fashionable and unfashionable are employed to describe whether someone or something fits in with the current or even not so 
current, popular mode of expression. The term fashion is frequently used in a positive sense, as a synonym for glamour, beauty and style. In this 
sense, fashions are a sort of communal art, through which a culture examines its notions of beauty and goodness. The term "fashion" is also 
sometimes used in a negative sense, as a synonym for fads and trends, and materialism. A number of cities are recognized as global fashion 
centers and are recognized for their fashion weeks, where designers exhibit their new clothing collections to audiences. These cities are Paris, 
Milan, New York, and London. Other cities, mainly Los Angeles, Berlin, Tokyo, Rome, Miami, Hong Kong, SSo Paulo, Sydney, Barcelona, 
Amsterdam, Madrid, Montreal, Mumbai, Vienna, Auckland, Moscow, New Delhi, San Juan, Stockholm and Dubai also hold fashion weeks and 
are better recognized every year.
Acoording to Webster dictionary, boutique is referred as a small fashionable shop. Some boutiques specialise in hand-made items and other 
truly one-of-a-kind items, others simply produce t-shirt, stickers, and other fashion accessories in artificially small runs and sell them at unsuatly 
high prices.
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